About ///
As of 2017, Ruff N Tuff is in his 17th year as a budding DJ and he
shows no sign of stalling. With a combination of passion for music
and a strong work ethic, it is no surprise that Ruff N Tuff is a major
asset to The UK DJ scene. His vibrant energy and unique style of
play at the tender age of 6 elevated him to a successful careeroverflowing with bookings at national and international venues.
RNT is a multi-talented artist. He has wowed crowds at prestigious
establishments such as indigO2, Ministry of Sound, Club Batchwood
and Leicester’s O2 Academy the least to mention. As his name
suggests, Ruff N Tuff is well-known for his formidable style. It has
landed him opportunities overseas in The Middle East, Across Europe
& Africa.

More ///
RNT’s unprecedented flair sets him apart from the standardised
norm of solely playing popular tracks. During a set, DJ Ruff N Tuff has
a strong, interactive presence, he reads the crowd well and fuses
his colourful personality with each mix. RNT possesses a profound
understanding of urban music but he is by no means limited by
genre. His music catalogue is as versatile and extensive as his dj
skills.
The critically acclaimed ShutUpMix Series was first created by
Ruff N Tuff in 2012. It is RNT’s most renowned and successful mixtape
– featuring a collaboration of solid mixes and selections. With
25,000+ plays on SoundCloud, ShutUpMix is fast becoming a popular
mix in The UK and across the globe.

Cont. ///
Aside from private events and producing mixes, Ruff N Tuff is also
a breakfast show radio presenter on Mystic Radio , each Monday
- Friday. His daily energetic charisma can be spotted across social
media via #BreakfastWithRuff.
The Ruff N Tuff brand is founded on excellence, great vibes and
consistency. His professionalism and passion has built a good rapport
with multiple clients.
The future for Ruff N Tuff is as bright as his personality and you can
expect a flawless execution when you hear him doing what he loves
most - sharing great music with great people!

Contact ///
Booking & Enquires
bookings@djrnt.com

Soundcloud
Soundcloud.com/djrnt2

General Info
info@djrnt.com

Twitter
Twitter.com/djrnt

Contact
Instagram
Krystall - 07985 502 332 instagram.com/djrnt
Mixcloud
mixcloud.com/djrnt

